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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
Recently, the New York Times has reported clouds of insects, sometimes a million or even a billion
at a time moving across the globe, like weather. In fact, these clouds are visible on radar in much
the same way that rain and snow are visible. Global warming is one explanation for their
presence. What must these bugs be thinking, as they follow an entirely different pattern of
weather than the one their species has adapted to endure? Daily, I met by news of human
behavior of an equally alarming nature. Our presence on this planet is fraught. And that reality
fills me at times with a dark apprehension. And yet, I'm here, you're here. Our work is to
contribute. Do we evolve? To resolve our mistakes and to remember, we're part of something
collective and enduring? How could it be any other way? And yet look, there is war, there is crime.
There is persistent injustice, there is the planet we depend upon. Yet continue to a base. If it were
up to you to fix these things, to remind humankind of its original purpose, how would you do it?
What fundamental goals would you present? And what laws or rules would you lay into place to
support them? I ask, because those are the questions that come to mind when I read today's
poem processional by joanna clink. It's both private and rooted in a sense of the communal. To
me, it feels a bit like a manifesto for all of humanity, in articulation of how things ought to be and
what we must do in order to arrive at such a state. It doesn't skirt around our problems, but it
offers a simple hope that we might be courageous kind, patient with each other and honest with
ourselves. In short, it hopes that no matter the problem we confront, we might be up to the task of
doing better. processional by joanna clink. If there is a world, let me be in it. Lit fires arise and pass
the sky Phil with evening air, then sync across the woodlots and porches, the streams thinning to
creeks and winter, there will be creatures half locked in ice storms blown through iron grates, a
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drug of widest ardor. Let the old hopes be made new. Let stacks of clouds black in if they have to.
But never let the people in this town. go hungry. Never let them fear cold. If there is a world, Let it
not be temporary, like these vague stars. Let us die when we must and spinelessness not overtake
us and privation. Lit rain beat across tangled lavender plants. If there is a world where we feel
very little, Let it not be our world. Let worth be worth and energy action. Let blood fly up to the
surface skin. If you are fierce, if you are cynical, half hearted, pained I would sit with you a while or
walk next to you. And when we take leave of each other after so many years, the Oaks will toss
their branches in wheels of wind above us as if it hadn't mattered. All of it every second if there is
a world the slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.
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